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ABSTRACT

Creative professionals are creating Virtual Reality (VR) experiences today by capturing spherical videos, but video editing is
still done primarily in traditional 2D desktop GUI applications
such as Premiere. These interfaces provide limited capabilities for previewing content in a VR headset or for directly
manipulating the spherical video in an intuitive way. As a result, editors must alternate between editing on the desktop and
previewing in the headset, which is tedious and interrupts the
creative process. We demonstrate an application that enables
a user to directly edit spherical video while fully immersed
in a VR headset. We first interviewed professional VR filmmakers to understand current practice and derived a suitable
workflow for in-headset VR video editing. We then developed
a prototype system implementing this new workflow. Our system is built upon a familiar timeline design, but is enhanced
with custom widgets to enable intuitive editing of spherical
video inside the headset. We conducted an expert review study
and found that with our prototype, experts were able to edit
videos entirely within the headset. Experts also found our
interface and widgets useful, providing intuitive controls for
their editing needs.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) video is emerging as a new medium for
shared, creative experiences. VR video specifically means
spherical panorama (full or partial) video viewed within a
head-mounted display. Filmmakers use multi-camera rigs to
capture spherical videos and then edit them with standard
video production software such as Adobe Premiere or Apple
Final Cut Pro. However, these tools only support editing VR
video in its flattened equirectangular projection format (Figure
1). One prominent director describes her first experience with
editing spherical video:
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(a) View in the VR headset

(b) View on desktop

Figure 1: The same shot, viewed in a headset versus on the
screen. VR views look very different than on the desktop
screen, and provide a much stronger sense of immersion.
© TOYO TIRES JAPAN

The first assembly went as well as expected. Rough in
parts. A few nice visual match-cuts. Music with layers
that gently guided the visuals. Compositionally sound,
wides to close-ups and back again. ... Overall, I felt the
edit had a lot of promise, and I was quite pleased with
myself.
And then I watched it in a headset.
I don’t think I’ll ever be able to truly describe how much
the edit sucked in a headset... [4]
This anecdote illustrates a major problem of editing VR video:
viewing VR video in a headset is a dramatically different experience from viewing it on a desktop display. This difference
manifests in many ways. In VR, a viewer sees only a portion
of the environment at any time and must decide where to turn
their head to view; the filmmaker cannot assume the viewer
will look in a particular direction at a given time. VR video is
immersive and takes time to absorb, which affects the pacing
of cuts. Conventional video edits such as zooming and jump
cuts can be jarring and confusing in VR. Editors must consider
the relative spherical rotation of adjacent cuts. They must also
deal with the potential strain, fatigue, and nausea of VR both
for the editor, and for the intended viewer. At present, VR
editors must follow an onerous workflow, alternating between
editing on the desktop and then putting on a headset to review
changes. Being able to perform WYSIWYG editing directly
in the headset—and having tools for editing tasks specific to
VR—would significantly improve their process.
This paper describes initial exploration, development, and
evaluation of an in-headset VR video editing interface. We first
interviewed a number of VR video professionals to understand
the current practice and difficulties of editing VR video on
the desktop. Based on these pilot interviews, we describe the
major tasks in VR video editing and the design requirements
of an editing tool to carry out these tasks.

Based on our design requirements, we developed a prototype
system called Vremiere that allows users to edit a video entirely in the VR headset. Our system is built upon a timeline
design commonly used in commercial systems, with mouse
and keyboard as input. The timeline design provides familiar
context for trained video editors, enabling easy transfer of
skills. We enhance our design with a collection of interface
widgets to support manipulation and navigation of spherical
video while inside the VR headset. Specifically, our widgets
enable 1) spherical visualization to aid navigation, 2) trimming
and alignment of cuts, 3) placement of 2D images (titles) directly on the video, 4) annotating with bookmarks for review,
and 5) adaptive vignetting to reduce fatigue.
Finally, we present the results of an expert user evaluation
conducted among video editors with significant VR video
experience. Experts were asked to use our system in a freeform
video editing tasks, and provided us with feedback on both the
system and the new workflow.
RELATED WORK
Spherical video navigation

Because a spherical video viewer only shows a portion of the
scene at once, interfaces are needed to manipulate both the
time and viewing direction.
Researchers have developed hand gestures for spherical video
navigation, for CAVE-like environments [22] and for VR headsets [20]. These gestures are used for basic controls such as
play, pause, fast-forward, rewind, zoom, and pan. We focus
on more advanced editing operations. Our intended users
are video editing professionals who typically prefer keyboard
shortcuts and efficient mouse interactions.
Conventional timeline-based video players have been extended
to browse spherical video on the desktop. The FlyAbout system [13] provides a map-based interface that lets users browse
and explore spherical video similarly to Google StreetView.
Neng et al. [19] treat spherical video as “hypermedia” that
can be annotated with URLs or text, and support exploration
of spherical content with features such as panning, navigation compass, and panoramic thumbnails. Our system also
enhances the timeline with various navigation aids, and further
extends it into a WYSIWYG in-headset editing interface.

back to the viewer mode for review. Moreover, placing such
a complex interface within a headset may be quite difficult
for a user to interact with, especially since current headsets
are relatively low resolution. In contrast, we provide direct
viewing of the video together with editing, and we provide
the minimal set of controls for the most important in-headset
editing tasks.
VR PROFESSIONAL INTERVIEWS

We interviewed four professional VR video editors to understand VR video and how they currently edit. These professionals include a VR editor/filmmaker, a VR technical art lead, a
creative director of a VR studio, and a VR video editor. Since
VR video editing is still fairly unexplored, this broad set of
discussions allowed us to understand current practice, identify
limitations, and also find design requirements for our system
from multiple perspectives.
Video editors currently follow the traditional video workflow
to produce VR video. As described by Freeman et al. [9], this
workflow includes three stages: pre-production (planning),
production (capturing), and post-production (navigating and
sorting footage, editing, compositing). Spherical video capture
has recently received significant interest from the camera industry, leading to cheaper and more robust cameras. However,
editors face unique challenges in the post-production stage,
since the available tools are not designed for spherical video.
VR editors’ difficulties with current workflows can be summarized by two main themes. First, because spherical video is
best experienced in the VR headset, editors must repeatedly
switch between editing on the desktop and reviewing changes
in the headset. Second, VR video editing creates new interface
needs (such as spherical rotation) that are not handled well
by current professional tools. As a result, editors resort to
ad hoc approaches to editing spherical video on the desktop.
According to the model of Hutchins et al. [10], the gulfs of execution (editing spherical video using 2D tools) and evaluation
(breaking from the desktop to preview in the VR headset) are
significant problems with this workflow, and there is a clear
benefit to more streamlined and direct editing of VR video.
We assembled the interview feedback into a common set of
workflow issues, which we detail now.
Navigating footage

Authoring & editing VR video

Recently, commercial tools have been updated to support VR
video editing. The 2015.3 release of Adobe Premiere included
a “virtual headset” view for spherical video. The user can
click and drag on this view to change the viewpoint. The
Skybox VR Player by Mettle is a Premiere plug-in that streams
video to the Oculus Rift headset. Several 360° cameras also
come with software that helps with light-weight editing and
export such as the THETA+ Video app, Nikon KeyMission
360/170 Utility, and the Samsung Gear 360 Action Director.
However, the user still cannot edit directly in the headset and
so must switch between the headset and the desktop interface
in order to edit. Skybox also provides a mode to show the
entire Premiere desktop interface within the headset, but this
does not provide WYSIWYG editing: the user must switch

Editors frequently browse footage to find key moments and to
review the available shots. This task is particularly important
for VR video since the spherical environment offers alternative
ways to tell a story within a single video. Navigating spherical
video in the headset, however, is currently difficult because of
the absence of video control interfaces such as the timeline.
One editor mentioned difficulty understanding the full 360°
scene in the headset, since only a single view is visible at a
time. She also noted that choppy raw footage can cause nausea
[14], forcing her to remove the headset.
Assembling cuts

Professional editors currently try to rotate the scenes across
a jump cut to align interesting points in two clips [3]. This
technique is often done to make cuts less jarring to watch

in VR. Otherwise the viewer may get thrown off, or start to
wander around and lose the narrative planned by the editor.
One editor explained that in order to align effectively, she
needs to view the video clips inside the headset and take notes.
She will then look for the corresponding scenes on the desktop
and use Premiere’s offset tool to align the video. This process
is even more tedious when there are more clips in the project,
or when she wants to change the offset of an earlier clip and
has to propagate the edit to all subsequent clips.
Previewing edits

All editors noted that being able to preview the changes they
made in the headset during editing is a very important feature
but is not well supported. Because the spherical video is shown
in desktop tools as a flattened projection, any adjustment to
the video such as trimming, color grading, or placement of
text can look very different when viewed in the VR headset.
Titling

To add titles, one editor uses an external image editing application to pre-distort the title image so that it looks right in the
equirectangular projection. To make any changes, he repeats
the entire process. He also said that the title usually looks
much smaller on the desktop compared to viewing it in the
headset. The editor explained that the process of adding titles
requires him to repeatedly export his project to view the video
with the title in a Google Cardboard headset.
Review and annotation

One editor explained that she reviews all raw footage after
capture, and then reviews the entire final video after editing.
During reviews, she watches carefully and takes notes. Since
she is wearing the headset during review, and current viewers
do not support annotation, she writes blindly on a piece of
paper while wearing the headset.
Spherical video shows the content in all directions, so she
checks to make sure that the final edit does not contain inappropriate action that might have been missed during editing.
This requires watching all footage at least twice, once each in
opposite view directions.
IN-HEADSET EDITING WORKFLOW

We propose a new workflow to address the above limitations
by allowing a user to edit and preview directly in the headset.
Our workflow integrates editing and previewing in a single experience, creating a direct manipulation interface that bridges
the gulfs of execution and evaluation [10]. Furthermore, it
enables WYSIWYG editing of spherical video, since the user
is viewing the video in its final output form.
One strategy we did not employ is to implement all steps of
the editing process in the headset. There are tasks that we
believe are easier to perform on the desktop, such as managing
files and performing initial assembly of clips. Current VR
displays are much lower resolution than desktop monitors and
are not well-suited for complex interfaces. Furthermore, longterm usage of VR headsets is not well-studied and may cause
problems such as fatigue and nausea. There may be other
limitations as well, such as the user’s inability to perceive their
surroundings in a work environment.

Instead, our in-headset editing workflow is complementary to
desktop editing. We envision editors working with a conventional desktop interface but performing certain steps of the
process in a headset. The editor may decide which tasks to
do in headset versus on the desktop. One advantage of this
approach is that we can reduce the complexity of the headset
interface. We do not need to show every feature to the editor,
only those that are most important to use in the headset.
Based on our professional interviews, we identified the following tasks as most important for in-headset interaction: timeline editing, video browsing, rotation alignment, titling,
and bookmarking and reviewing. Some more advanced
tasks such as spatial audio authoring or color correction are
also interesting to explore in future work.
Throughout our workflow, we emphasize WYSIWYG direct
manipulation. We use the timeline metaphor that users are
already familiar with from desktop software. Our interface
is simplified, containing only the controls that are relevant
for our in-h eadset editing tasks. We also provide tools to
make the process more comfortable for the editor, including
tools to avoid nausea [11] when navigating shaky video, and
techniques to allow 360° navigation without requiring constant
head rotations.
For input devices, we rely on the mouse and keyboard. Our
interface is orthogonal to the choice of input device. Expert
professional editors typically prefer fast interaction over exotic
input techniques, often memorizing most keyboard shortcuts
in order to be able to work more quickly. Sitting on a swivel
chair with a wireless keyboard and mouse, an editor can have a
relatively comfortable and unencumbered editing experience.

THE VREMIERE SYSTEM

We developed Vremiere, a prototype in-headset VR video
editing system. We enable users to perform the target editing
tasks while fully immersed in the VR headset. We focus
on implementing a complete in-headset workflow and leave
desktop software integration as future work. Vremiere runs
on the Oculus Rift CV1 headset with rotational tracking, on a
Windows 10 desktop with a GeForce GTX 970 graphics card.
Our system uses the 80° horizontal field of view of the headset.
Currently Vremiere only supports monoscopic video.
Figure 2 presents the main timeline interface for our system,
which is overlaid on a spherical video view. This setup allows
the user to quickly access editing and navigation tools simultaneously during the playback of the video or reviewing and
browsing it.
Tools are accessible via a palette of buttons to the left of the
timeline. Video browsing is enhanced by the Little Planet visualization (Figure 2D.3), and discomfort reduced by Adaptive
Vignettes (Figure 2D.6). Jump cut alignment is visualized
and adjusted using the Rotation Alignment tool (Figure 2D.4).
Titles and 2D images can be positioned directly on the video
(Figure 2C "Graphics" track), and bookmarks can be placed
on the video as well (Figure 2D.5).
In the rest of this section, we describe these features in detail.
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Figure 2: The Vremiere interface contains a video view in the background (A) and floating UI components such as the timeline
(B), editing tracks (C) and editing widgets (D). By using familiar mouse and keyboard interaction, an editor can edit and view the
spherical video directly inside the VR headset.
Timeline editing

The editing interface contains the minimal set of conventional
interface elements needed to support our target in-headset
editing navigation and editing tasks (Figure 2B). It comprises
a play/pause button and a timeline, including three main tracks
for manipulating assets: graphics, video, and audio (Figure
2C). The interface is view-stabilized, as is the mouse cursor,
so everything is attached to the headset view and is always
readily accessible. Interface elements are rendered at infinity
(monoscopic viewing) and composited on top of the spherical
video.
The user can perform basic arrangement and trimming edits
on the tracks. To arrange, each block can be dragged along
its track. To trim, the user can either drag the left and right
handles of each block, or set the in and out trim points using
the buttons (Figure 2 D.1 and D.2). Hovering the cursor on
top of a block will display its original duration. The interface
can be re-positioned by dragging with the right mouse button.
Video browsing – visualization

Video browsing is typically defined as interactive exploration
to search for specific content, or to find inspiration from video
content [24]. Our timeline interface supports standard browsing interaction. However, it does not always work well in a
VR headset, as we learned from the initial expert interviews.

The circular, clock-like shape of the visualization enables her
to quickly orient herself to that event, or simply drag on the
visualization to navigate there by rotating the scene. We also
support zooming using the scroll wheel to reveal more details.
The Little Planet is a stereographic projection of a sphere to
a plane that has been well-studied in map projection research
[16] or used in VR navigation [7]. While it becomes distorted
along pitch, it was found to be useful in spatial search [18].
This projection preserves angular properties [16], which has
two important implications. First, objects moving around the
scene can be followed continuously. Second, Little Planet
represents well the spherical characteristic of the video, allowing for better egocentric orientation. It has been reported
that such a representation was favored by users when searching for targets along the yaw dimension of a spherical image
[18]. Equirectangular projection has also been used to show
overview in a desktop-based video player [19]. However,
equirectangular projection is often not recommended when observing objects moving around the scene, or when judgement
of egocentric directions is important [2].

During VR video viewing, the user sees only a portion of the
scene. This can make it difficult to get a sense for all the
events in a video, or to find a specific event in some direction.
Vremiere allows users to rotate the scene by clicking and
dragging on the video to adjust "true north" and make it more
comfortable to view other parts of the scene, but still the whole
scene cannot be viewed simultaneously.

Following the design of overview+detail applications [6], our
system displays Little Planet as a secondary window that
shows the overview of the scene. This window is toggled
by a toolbar button (Figure 2 D.3) or by pressing the Up key
on the keyboard. This setup allows the editor to focus on the
main content of the scene and trigger the visualization only
when necessary. To help users quickly orient and navigate
the space (when switching views), the visualization is rotated
along yaw so that the up direction always maps to the user’s
current view. A yellow fan marker is added to help users visualize the field of view (FOV), and a red line marks the true
north direction of the video.

In order to make browsing and search more effective, Vremiere
includes a Little Planet visualization (Figure 3). This visualization is both a minimap and a compass of the scene. In
Figure 3, the user quickly maps her current view in the video
with the view in the visualization; she can also spot the jumping lady behind her that she might have not noticed before.

VR can induce symptoms similar to motion sickness [8, 14],
particularly for video with shaky or rotating scene motion.
This disturbing motion is accentuated in video editing when
the user scrubs along the timeline, speeding through the video.

Video browsing – comfort

While shaky video can be stabilized using video stabilization
techniques [11, 15], editors will often need to work with raw
footage in order to save time and avoid distortions introduced
by stabilization, and even smooth video may still be jumpy
when scrubbing.

Figure 4: Our system dynamically contracts a pair of vignettes
in front of the user’s eyes based on the perceived motion in
the video, to help reduce discomfort during video playback
or scrubbing. Note, on the left, the default diameter of the
vignette is 120°, which corresponds to no vignetting. © Ábaco
Digital Zaragoza

Figure 3: Left: the Little Planet is shown in a small window
above the timeline to aid in-headset video navigation. Right:
close-up view of the visualization; it can be used both as a
minimap and a compass of the 360° image. As noted by the
yellow arrow, the user can quickly spot an interesting event
outside her field of view (indicated by the yellow fan at the
center) that would be otherwise difficult to find.
To make video browsing more comfortable, we provide an
adaptive vignetting option, inspired by the method of Fernandes and Feiner [8], who restricted the user’s FOV dynamically,
based on gamepad inputs. We use the same vignette setup
of [8]1 , but our system dynamically contracts the vignettes
based on the perceived motion of the video from the user’s
current viewpoint (Figure 4). When the user is watching in the
headset, either normally or through scrubbing the timeline, the
vignettes contract faster in shaky scenes and slower in steady
scenes. The vignettes’ diameter is measured in the diagonal
field of view of the headset. Their default diameter is 120°,
which corresponds to no vignetting. They stop contracting at
60° to avoid blocking too much of the view, and expand back
to the default size when the user pauses the video or stops
scrubbing.
To compute the perceived motion, we use optical flow as a
proxy to estimate how shaky the video scene is. This approach
is similar to the system by Pongnumkul et al. [21], which also
used the number of detected image features to approximate
the visual quality of video scenes. We precompute optical flow
for all videos using the Lucas-Kanade method [17]. During
operation, Vremiere computes the motion magnitude of the
user’s current viewpoint in the video and uses it to determine
the contraction rate of the vignettes. We followed the approach
of Cheng et al. [5] to define the motion magnitude for the user’s
current viewpoint as:
N

M f = ∑ kVi k

(1)

i=1

where N is the number of tracked points in the user’s current
view and Vi is the motion vector from the current frame f to
the next frame f + 1 of point i.
1 please

refer to Fernandes and Feiner [8] for more details on the
design of vignettes

When the video plays, the contraction rate is set proportionally to a value between 0 and −30°/s based on M f . These
values were defined empirically to make the vignettes contract fast enough in choppy scenes but still subtle in normal
scenes. The rate is set to 0 when M f ≈ min(M f ) and to −30
when M f ≈ max(M f ), respectively. min(M f ) and max(M f )
are precomputed over all M f of which viewpoints are centered
around all tracked points in all the video, before launching
the application for the video clips the user is editing. When
the user scrubs the video, our system speeds up the contraction rate by multiplying it with the number of frames changed
during scrubbing. Therefore, scrubbing the video faster will
contract the vignettes faster.
Rotation alignment

In our initial expert interviews, two editors stressed the importance of being able to rotate the video shots between cuts in
order to align the interesting moments between them [3]. We
use the term “rotation” loosely to mean offsetting the video
pixels uniformly around the yaw axis. We also define a good
cut in VR video as a horizontal (yaw) alignment of points of
interest before and after a cut. While it is possible to align a
spherical video about roll and pitch as well, we focus on yaw
because interesting content in spherical video often happens
along this dimension. Also, roll and pitch tend to be fixed for
spherical video to keep the horizon level.
Vremiere includes a dedicated tool called Rotation Alignment
(Figure 5B). It shows an equirectangular projection of the clips
before and after the cut and supports useful interaction to fine
tune the alignment.
The visualization shows two vertically-stacked panoramas:
the last frame before the cut, and the first frame after the cut.
The equirectangular format was chosen instead of the Little
Planet projection because it can better show the horizontal
alignment, while still providing a good overview of the scenes.
The user’s horizontal FOV is visualized in each panorama
as yellow vertical bars. These bars rotate with the user’s
viewpoint, so she can quickly see how the views before and
after the cut are aligned.
We support several interactions to allow the editor to fine
tune the alignment. First, the user can trim the video clips
using the timeline and see the frames around the cut update
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Figure 5: A: an example of a jarring cut in VR video. The cut transitions from the ski lift to an empty view of the mountain in the
ski_2 video. B: Our Rotation Alignment tool is shown above the timeline. In the close-up view, the user can visualize how the cut
transitions from one clip to another given a specific viewpoint in the video (visualized by yellow bars); she can also directly drag
on the clips to align events before and after a cut, thereby helping the viewer to follow key elements in the video. Here, the Ripple
Rotation mode is shown currently as an Unlink toggle. C: after rotation, the skier in clip ski_2 is aligned to the previous shot,
resulting in a much better cut. © Ábaco Digital Zaragoza
in real-time on the panoramas. Second, hovering the mouse
cursor over a panorama will update the main video view to
that frame, allowing the user to quickly check the current
alignment without having to adjust the timeline. Third, the
user can rotate a video by clicking and dragging directly on its
corresponding panorama. For example, in Figure 5C, the user
has aligned the ski lift before the cut to the skier after the clip,
rather than transitioning from the ski lift to an empty view.
In standard video editing tools, rotations are defined with
respect to an absolute orientation independently per-video
clip. This can be cumbersome in large video projects, as
editors generally care about relative orientation between shots.
Adjusting the rotation of an early clip can break later cuts.
We provide a mode called Ripple Rotation that propagates
rotations to subsequent clips. Vremiere displays a Link/Unlink
toggle in the rotation alignment tool to indicate the relationship
between two clips (Figure 5B). Enabling this toggle will set
the rotation of the video after the cut to be relative to that of
the video before the cut. In Figure 5B, if the toggle is off,
the user can change the rotation of each video individually;
otherwise, rotating the blue (ski_1) video will also rotate the
red video (ski_2) by the same amount.
We experimented with visualizing the rotation alignment by
superimposing the frames before and after the cut and allowing
the user to directly drag on the video to change its rotation.
We discarded this design because our pilot testing revealed
two limitations. First, blending two frames makes it harder
to see the precise alignment. Second, dragging on the video
induced discomfort in some pilot testers. Previous research in
simulator sickness advises against rotating the scene in front
of the user [14].
Titling

As discussed in our expert interviews, editors often need to
place 2D images of text or logos in VR video. Overlaying
2D images on a video is a basic form of video compositing
and is an important operation in making VR videos. On the
desktop, editors can use plug-ins to convert 2D images into

equirectangular projection before applying it to the video, but
the distorted form of the image makes editing and placing it
unintuitive. In particular, it is very difficult to tell how big
objects will appear in the headset (Figure 6 left).
Vremiere allows the editor to load and view a 2D image in
the headset and provides WYSIWYG controls to place it anywhere in the VR video. The image is projected onto the view
sphere at infinity (monoscopic viewing), and appears undistorted (straight lines are preserved) when placed at any position
in the scene and viewed from any angle. The user can click and
drag on the image, which is selected by casting a ray through
the 2D mouse position to the view sphere and intersecting
it with the image. Because the cursor is view-stabilized, the
image position also becomes view-stabilized while dragging.
To click on the image when it is not in the current view, the
user can locate it quickly using the Little Planet tool discussed
earlier. For example, in Figure 6, the editor can easily position
the logo image on the parachute (Figure 6 right), which is
difficult on the desktop due to distortion (Figure 6 left).
Bookmarking and reviewing

Video editors use timeline markers for a variety of purposes,
including synchronizing with music, reviewing footage, and
giving feedback. Wearing a headset makes it difficult to take
notes or speak directly with a colleague, so timeline markers
are even more important.
Standard marker tools are inadequate for VR video. Because
the video content shows in 360°, a marker needs to be placed
on the video both at a specific time and at a specific location in
the scene. The spatial location of markers presents a challenge
when the editor needs to review them in the headset, because
in order to find a marked scene element, the video must be
adjusted to the bookmark’s timestamp, and the view must be
adjusted to point to the bookmark’s location.
Vremiere allows users to add markers to a video and quickly
review them in the headset. When the user activates the Bookmark tool (Figure 7, Figure 2 D.5), the cursor changes to a pin

Figure 6: Left: On desktop, adding 2D text or images to a
spherical video is often unintuitive. Right: in the headset, our
system provides a natural view of the image (Sample Logo)
and enables users to directly place it anywhere in the scene.
© P J Orravan
icon. The user can click directly on the video to place a marker.
Our system casts a ray from the camera center following the
cursor direction and places the marker at the intersection between the ray and the video sphere. The markers are shown as
pins on both the video and the timeline. The user can browse
to each marker by pressing the left or right keys on the keyboard. When a marker is selected, Vremiere navigates to the
marker’s time and centers the view on the marker. The shift to
another marker updates the view instantly, allowing users to
browse notes quickly while creating minimal camera motion
that can cause disorientation [14]. Alternately, we could show
visual indicators on the headset view to help editors search for
markers. While indicators are less disrupting, it might be slow
when the editor wants to browse through notes quickly.
EXPERT REVIEW

We conducted an expert review to evaluate the effectiveness
of our system in supporting VR video editing. Specifically,
we wanted to see 1) if our in-headset editing workflow adds
significant value to VR video editing and 2) how our editing
interface and widgets aid users in editing spherical video in
the headset.
A direct comparison of our system with a professional editing
suite would be difficult. Since there are currently no standard
tools to edit VR video, editors often have different ad hoc
workflows or use third-party plug-ins. Thus, there is no clear
baseline for comparison. Alternately, we could use a desktop
version of our interface as a baseline. While this comparison
would allow us to study the benefit of in-headset editing, it
would not measure the utility of our widgets, which were
designed specifically for in-headset video interaction.
Therefore, we focus on a qualitative evaluation via expert review on a freeform video editing task to gain insight from experienced users about both our new workflow and our system.
We collected feedback on workflow, utility, and usability of
Vremiere, as well as subjective preference between Vremiere
and the expert’s own workflow. We also measured pre- and
post- Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) scores [12] to
observe the comfort level of participants.
We recruited six professional video editors (1 female), aged 19
to 41 (Table 1). The participants have significant experience
with VR video production, having either published a VR video

Figure 7: The user can directly click on the video to add
markers. These markers are visualized on the timeline and
can be reviewed quickly using keyboard shortcuts. © Jacob
Phillips
or been a part of a production team that produced a VR video.
One editor participated in our inital interviews but was not
involved in the design of Vremiere. Each participant was
compensated with a $25 gift card for their time (approximately
one hour).
Procedure
Introduction and training

Upon arriving at the study site, participants were asked about
demographics and then completed a pre-exposure SSQ. They
were then introduced to the system. An experimenter demonstrated each feature in the system and explained how it can be
used to edit video in the headset. Participants were asked to
put on the headset and tried all the features on a test video.
Main task: freeform video editing

Participants were given four spherical video clips (total time
≈ 3.5 minutes), an mp3 soundtrack, and a logo image, and
were asked to produce a VR video for the Oculus Rift headset.
The clips show scenes of various cities in the world that were
suitable for a travelogue video. Before the task, participants
were told to take as much time as needed and were encouraged
to continue the task until satisfied.
Questionnaire and interview

After the task, participants completed a post-exposure SSQ
questionnaire, and another questionnaire that consists of four
7-point Likert scale questions about various aspects of our
workflow and system. Finally, participants were interviewed
with open-ended questions about the workflow and specific
parts of the system.
Results

Reported results follow a 7-point Likert scale format, with 1
labelled “strongly disagree” and 7 labelled “strongly agree.”
In-headset editing workflow

All participants completed the task in the VR headset and
reported they were satisfied with their result. Participants

Participant
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

VR video experience
1 year
0.5 years
1.5 years
2.5 years
1 year
1 year

Target platform
Desktop, Mobile VR
Samsung Gear
Oculus Rift DK2, HTC Vive
HTC Vive, Google Cardboard
Google Cardboard
Google Cardboard

Toolset
Adobe After Effects
Autopano, Adobe Premiere
Autopano, Final Cut Pro, Ricoh Theta software
Adobe Premiere, Ricoh Theta software
Adobe Premiere
Autopano, Adobe Premiere

Table 1: Participants’ demographics

Edit operations
Preview the video directly
in the headset
Timeline navigation
of the video
Trimming
Rotation alignment
Titling
Bookmark and review

1

D
2 3

N
4

5

A
6 7
6

1

1

4

1
1

3
1

2
4
6
5

1

Vremiere Widgets
Little planet
Rotation alignment
Titling
Bookmark and review
Adaptive vignettes

1

D
2 3
2

1

2
1

N
4
1

A
6 7
3
1 1 4
2 4
1 1 1
1 3 1
5

Table 3: Summary of responses to the question “I feel this
widget is useful for my editing task in VR” (D: disagree, N:
neutral, A: agree).

Table 2: Summary of responses to the question “I feel this
editing operation is intuitive and easy to learn” (D: disagree,
N: neutral, A: agree).

responded overwhelmingly that our in-headset editing system
would be very useful for editing VR video. When asked to rate
their agreement to the statement: “My workflow through the
entire interface was coherent and fluid”, one rated 7/7, three
rated 6/7, and two rated 5/7. Comments from the interviews
point to several benefits of in-headset editing: able to edit and
see the changes in real-time (P3, P5, P6), able to adjust fine
details (P4), intuitive (P1, P2, P3), and save time (P6).
Comfort level

We were also interested in observing participant’s comfort
level during the study. Participants spent on average 16.12
minutes to finish the task (STD = 5.26). The SSQ score after
the study (M = 3.5, STD = 4.03) rises slightly compared to the
score before the study (M = 1.5, STD = 1.37); the difference
was not statistically significant (paired-samples t-test, t(5) =
1.309, p = 0.24). This indicates that participants were mostly
comfortable throughout the study. While our system provides
the adaptive vignettes option, only one participant used it.
However, this participant spent the most time in the headset
(23.07 minutes) and reported his eyes were more relaxed after
the study. While this is promising, we attribute this result
mostly to expert’s familiarity with viewing video in VR.
Interacting with spherical video in the headset

All participants rated their agreement with the statement “I
feel this editing operation is intuitive and easy to learn” (Table
2). This indicates that participants could easily edit spherical
video in the headset using our interface and widgets.
We also asked participants to rate the usefulness of each widget (Table 3). Overall, rotation alignment, titling, and adaptive
vignettes received high ratings by participants. Meanwhile,

Little Planet and bookmark and review received different opinions. Interview comments show that the usage of them depends
on participants’ personal preference and editing method. For
Little Planet, participants who favored this tool used it very
frequently throughout the task, based on our observation. They
mainly used it to skim the footage before editing, or to find interesting moments to rotate and align the cut; one expert even
used it to review the final edit. However, participants that did
not find much use of Little Planet reported that they preferred
to look at the video directly. For bookmark and review, we
also found the utility of this tool depends on the expert’s own
experience with markers. Participants who favored this tool
frequently used markers in their own workflow, and ended up
using this tool more in our study.

Subjective preference toward expert’s own workflow

When asked to compare each editing operation supported in
our system with the expert’s own desktop workflow, high ratings were found for certain tasks (Table 4). Specifically, previewing, rotation alignment, and titling were strongly favoured
for in-headset editing. One participant described his titling
process in Adobe Premiere including extraneous steps such as
highlighting the video with a box that simulates the headset
view and carefully checking the title to make sure it fits within
that box. Any adjustment to the title was very tedious and
unintuitive compared to using our system. Timeline navigation
and trimming were also favored, but participants wanted more
advanced timeline manipulation and trimming options as in
a professional tool. Finally, participants were mostly neutral
about the bookmark and review operation. Although all participants agreed it is a useful tool for reviewing the video, only
one participant currently needs this tool to review footage and
communicate with his team.

Edit operations
Preview the video directly
in the headset
Timeline navigation
of the video
Trimming
Rotation alignment
Titling
Bookmark and review

1

D
2 3

N
4

5

1
1
1

1

1
1

4

A
6 7
1

4

1

2

1

3
1
2

1
2
2

3
2
1

Table 4: Summary of responses to the question “I prefer this
editing operation in this VR system as compared to my current
workflow”. (D: disagree, N: neutral, A: agree)

DISCUSSION

The results from the study demonstrate a clear preference from
experts to be able to edit VR video in the headset. Despite the
paradigm shift from the desktop to the headset environment
and the lack of more advanced features often found in professional editing software, our workflow enabled experts to
finish the task entirely in the VR headset. The most prominent
benefit of in-headset editing is the ability to see changes and
make adjustments directly in real-time. This is particularly
important because video editing is a tedious task and editors
require a tool that provides a fast feedback loop, so they can
focus more on the creative task. As VR video is a recent
medium and editors are still exploring new ways to create and
tell stories through editing VR video, this finding motivates
more explorations of in-headset techniques to support this new
creative process.
Our system also provides essential tools needed for editing
and interacting with spherical video in the headset. At its core,
our system is built upon familiar desktop editing interfaces and
enhanced with new widgets to support in-headset interaction.
It is clear from the study that this unique design allows expert
editors to edit easily in the headset. More importantly, experts
were able to use our new widgets to perform tedious tasks that
are unique to VR video editing such as aligning cuts, placing
2D images in the video, or adding markers. While some of
our widgets received different opinions from experts such as
the Little Planet or the bookmark and review tools, they call
for more in-depth exploration in techniques to support video
navigation and collaboration in the headset.
Requested Features and Limitations

We collected feedback from participants on additional features
that they want in the headset. All participants wanted more
features in a professional suit such as advanced timeline, color
grading, and keyframing, so they could get more editing done
in the headset. A professional editing suite is a substantial
piece of software implemented over years by teams of engineers. Our decision not to implement all features allows us
to keep our in-headset interface manageable, but makes comparing our system with a professional suit difficult. Future
work will need to explore more in-headset features and ways
to evaluate in-headset editing with desktop solutions.

Some participants asked about the possibility of using more
expressive controllers in Vremiere rather than mouse and keyboard. While our current setup is straightforward for expert
editors, it still requires users to rely on their proprioception
because they cannot see the input devices. In our study, none
of the participants reported any problems, possibly because
they had their hands on the keyboard and/or the mouse most
of the time. Nevertheless, we believe using wireless input devices or an untethered headset could make the experience more
comfortable. One interesting opportunity is to explore how
these devices can support video editing in the headset. The
traditional form-filling interaction style that involves heavy
usage of mouse and keyboard is often used in creative tools
for illustration, computer-aided design, or video editing. In
video editing, some examples are tasks that require parameter
adjustment or text-entry, which may not be desirable to do
in the headset at the moment. While form-filling interaction
is fast and precise on the desktop, it has been shown to be
tedious and error-prone on other devices such as touch screen,
and has been replaced in recent exploration with a more direct,
object-oriented paradigm [25].
When asked what parts of VR video editing should be done
on the desktop, participants wanted to do tedious organization tasks such as rough assembly or audio alignment before
switching to VR entirely to fine tune the editing. Vremiere
currently supports only basic desktop integration such as loading assets from the desktop and exporting the edited video.
Meanwhile, a fully designed hybrid workflow that allows editor to switch between desktop and the VR headset merits more
thorough investigation, similarly to research on hybrid 2D/3D
design workflow [1].
Our system currently supports only monoscopic video. While
Vremiere can also display stereoscopic content, some interface
elements will need to be adjusted carefully to avoid creating
contradicting depth cues with the objects in video. Existing
guidelines from stereoscopic 3D game interfaces could be
used to guide future stereoscopic support of our system [23].

CONCLUSION

We have presented Vremiere, an application that enables a
user to directly edit spherical video while fully immersed in
a VR headset. Based on interviews with professional VR
video editors, we explored and designed an in-headset editing
workflow for spherical video editing tasks that are difficult
to do on the desktop. We then developed our system around
this new workflow. Our system is based upon familiar desktop
editing interfaces, but is enhanced with custom widgets to
enable intuitive edting of spherical video inside the headset.
This unique design enabled editors to simultaneously view
the spherical video in its natural form, and to access tools to
edit the video, resulting in a seamless editing workflow inside
the VR headset. Our expert review study showed that our
workflow and our system allow experts to edit VR video in the
headset. Experts also found our interface and widgets useful,
providing intuitive controls for their editing needs. These
findings showed the potential of this new form of editing to
support the growing creative needs around VR video.
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